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What is the DYNO?
The International DYNO® Marine Dynamometer is a "closed" hydraulic system capable of fully "loading" marine 
outboard and sterndrive engines for diagnostic and performance tuning and testing. Precise adjustment of 
"load" and measurement of output are possible throughout the engine's entire RPM range. Because the 
DYNO can duplicate most on-the-water situations right in your shop, it'll improve your services and cut your 
service costs.

Dyno is now essential
Why are there so many International DYNO's® in marine 
service shops throughout the country? Not because they're 
a stylish fad. It's because they have become important
equipment and assure customer satisfaction. The 
International DYNO® is now available at Marine Motors 
Cork where we pride ourselves in only the best..

x Test anytime: day or night, good weather or bad, any season, right in your shop where your test 
instruments, tools and parts are handy. x On-water diagnostics and/or testing can take one or two men one and two hours. With a DYNO it 
takes only one man and a few minutes to activate. x DYNO testing is a marketable service, on-water testing usually isn't. x Reduce "liability" risk for technician and the boat in your shop versus on-water work. 

Let Marine Motors Cork Solve the Tough Problems
So a good customer has handed you his problem. Fix that engine, or maybe he just wants it ready for spring. 
Maybe it starts and idles, stirs up your tank OK, but he says it lacks punch on the lake. Or how do you catch 
the "Gremlin" that only shows up when your customer is trying to get a skier up to speed? Or find an 
intermittent miss that only shows up when he's 20 minutes out? DYNO testing helps by simulating on-water 
reality right in your shop.
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